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By Cindy Baldwin

Spring has finally sprung at my house -- or at least it’s
trying to. Daffodils are blooming and I have tulips pushing
up leaves and buds in my front yard. And, we have some new
baby calves playing in the pasture, which is always a fun sight.
As those of you who are regular readers of this column
know, we are a farm family, and the rhythms of the seasons,
harvesting and planting -- as well as printing deadlines for The Country Register -shape our calendars. Recently our local Chamber of Commerce honored our family as
Farm Family of 2014. I don’t mention this to brag, though we were very honored by the
recognition, but to bring up something else. As my husband and I discussed the award,
we both felt that while our name was on the plaque, there were many more people being honored by that award without whose help and information our farming enterprise
would be very different. Our parents who taught us what we knew about hard work and
being responsible for the land. Our teachers at Kansas State University and local Extension agents who provided lots of information. Our neighbors who were quick with a
helping hand and advice -- especially when we started out. Our friends and church who
supported us when the stresses of farming and life were heavy. Our friends who just
“show up” at harvest time to drive a truck, a combine or pull a planter so we can continue harvesting. And our children, and now grandchildren, who have contributed their
whole lives from bottle feeding calves, helping with meals, driving tractor and whatever
else needed done to keep everything going -- most of the time without complaint.
My point is that the plaque might have our name on it, but it represents a caring,
supportive community without which it would not have been possible. Most of those
people never gave receiving recognition for their contribution a second thought. They
were just willingly helping out.
I was reminded of this again when I read Andrea Springer’s Knitting Savant column
in this issue about how she learned to knit. No matter what your passion is -- quilting,
knitting, embroidery, repurposing, cooking -- have you ever looked at a finished product
and thought about who first taught you that skill and why? If you’ve taken workshops
or classes to perfect your technique or learn something new, have you considered how
much that teacher has added to your success. Take a few moments today and reflect on
some of those people who have made a meaningful contribution to your life and, in a
way, been a very real part of that beautiful project you’ve just finished or the tasty meal
you’ve just put on the table for your family and guests. And then think about how you
can pass your knowledge on to the next generation. Someone will appreciate it.
The Road Trip story is back in this issue. Come with me as I drive down K-18 from
Bennington to Wamego, home again this year to the Kansas Sampler Festival on May 2
& 3. Please consider attending the festival and learning more about the wonderful communities and events Kansas has to offer. If you do, please stop by The Country Register
booth, say hello and sign up for a free subscription to the paper. And then stop by some
of our Country Register advertisers on your way home.
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Building Harmony . . .

Episode 39 Moose Calls
By Jeff Cappis

This is a piece about passion, lust and heartbreak in a valentine story of unrequited
love.
The air was still warm, but the leaves were softly fluttering from the trees. I was on
my way out the back door with my grandson Kane. We were going to get some firewood
for the evening. He’s four and to him, going to the woodshed is a great adventure. It just
so happened that this time he was right.
Between the woodshed and us was a large moose. She was gently munching on our
lawn. Even though we didn’t seem to bother her at all, I figured we should go back.
“Maybe we should just wait inside,” I said while shuffling a curious Kane back in
through the door. Luckily I have a fair-size, tinted window near the door, so we watched
the moose from inside. She just kept on munching.
Not too much later, I noticed something up the hill was moving. It stepped
out of the trees with its long antlers
and proud stance. A male moose. After
spying her, he swaggered down the hill
to let her know he was there. But, in a
way, kind of coy so as not to look too
interested. Keeping his distance at first,
he struck another rather noble pose.
She took on an “I’m just hanging around the forest with nothing
to do but look pretty” kind of pose. I
suppose, in her mind, she was going
to have a romantic night under the
full moon and stars, eating grass and
leaves, with the man of her dreams (or
something like that).
Diluted with self-reassurance, as
guys often are, the male began to saunter closer. I suppose he was thinking he would
meet this other moose and talk about the forest (or something like that). Anyway, he
was starting to get all cocky and confident, unaware there was a problem: another male
moose coming along not 30 feet behind him.
Now the female really struck a pose.
The males began by slowly circling each other, one of them snorted. They knocked
horns a few times, but not very deliberate. They kicked up a little sod. They had staring
and pooping contests. This kind of thing went on for a half hour.
By the time they were in the “I can scrape more bark off this tree with my horns than
you can” contest, it looked as if they might be actually having fun. The female though,
was getting impatient. At one point she shook her moose stuff in a provocative way, but
they ignored her. She paced a bit. I suppose she was thinking, “There isn’t much tree
left. They should be finished soon. Then I may choose my champion!” (Or something
like that). Turns out, we have lots of trees in the forest. Even Kane got bored and went
to watch TV.
The female moved in a little bit closer but always pretended not to notice. So did
the males. They got busy knocking dead branches off the newly naked trees with their
antlers. After a while, the female was getting impatient. She got right close and made a
few snorting noises. She even gave them that level-eyed kind of stare.
This finally got both the males’ attention and everyone stopped. So there they were,
all three of them staring at each other. Kind of a moose awkward moment really. One
girl, two dates. For a few minutes, they just stood there until finally the two males
tapped horns, pooped and wandered off through the forest in opposite directions.
The female -- she must have been confused, humiliated and disappointed-- just went
back to eating and fertilizing our lawn. And our bushes. And our perennials.
There are a few theories about what happened there. a) Maybe moose find other
moose to be as ugly as we do or b) The two males became good friends and neither
wanted to hurt the other’s feelings by stealing his girl or c) Nobody could get romantic,
because they could see we were watching.
As it turns out, it didn’t matter. In the spring she produced a newborn calf from a
previous romance. Now there are two eating our lawn.

And the Winners Are . . . .
We have three winners this time! With the three prizes being the $50 gift certificate to your desired advertiser, a Hidaki Bag, and the book, Quilting With Doilies, by
Country Register columnist Barbara Polston.
A great example of persistence, Cindy Rush of Oxford, Kan., has won the gift
certificate to her favorite advertiser. Cindy’s is a name we in The Country Register
office are very familiar with on the gift certificate entry list, as she has faithfully
entered the contest every issue for several years. We also know which shop she will
pick for her gift certificate as Heart’s Desire in Wichita is always her selection. She
has chosen Heart’s Desire because they have, or can order, everything Cindy needs
for her cross stitching addiction, plus all the employees are very friendly and helpful.
The second prize of the Hidaki bag was won by Pat Maas of Lawrence, Kansas.
Pat does not quilt, but enjoys browsing the Country Register for the other topics
found within.
The third prize given out to a lucky reader is Barbara Polston’s book, won by
Holton resident, Sandy Proctor. Sandy enjoys shopping at Quilting on the Square in
her home town and picks up her copy of the Country Register there.
Congratulations to all our winners and, remember, you could be a winner, too. Either fill out the entry form on this page, email us with the information at countryregisterkansas@gmail.com OR online at www.countryregister.com/kansas, click on the
contact us tab and provide the information asked for on the entry form.
Debbie Lyons Blythe of White City was the winner of our recent Facebook page
give-away when we hit 300 likes. She will receive a $25 gift certificate to be used at
Shivering Sheep in Abilene. Like our Facebook page for news of future contests.
Good luck -- and don’t forget to enter every issue. Cindy Rush can tell you that
persistence does pay off!

In this issue of The Country Register, we will give away one $50 gift certificates. IUse
your gift certificate to go shopping at your favorite Country Register advertiser. The
winner will be announced in the next issue. Deadline for entry is
May 15, 2015. (Names are not sold, given away or used for any other purpose.)

Drawing Entry Form
Name_______________________________Phone_____________________
Address, City ST___________________________________________________________
E-mail address: ________________________________________________________________
If I win, I would like my $50 Gift Certificate from: (list a current advertiser from this paper)

_______________________________________________________________________
I enjoy visiting the above chosen shop because_____________________________________
I picked up this issue of The Country Register at____________________________________
Do you tell the shops you saw their ad in the paper?

Always

Sometimes

Never

Comments and/or Suggestions about The Country Register? Please include a note.

To enter, complete this form and mail to:
The Country Register, 988 9th Ave, McPherson, KS 67460

Want to save a stamp?

Just email the above information to: kansas@countryregister.com
OR enter on the website at www.countryregister.com/kansas click on the
contact us tab and fill in the necessary information.
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Family Fun
This idea isn’t limited to only one person. You can make this into a fun, family activity and snack time at Easter or any time. I’ve included a recipe that tells how.
Whether Anna is here or it’s only Grandpa and me,
I’m always ready for a cuppa’ tea. Won’t you join me?
Lydia E. Harris, M.A. in Home Economics, is blessed with five grandchildren and
authored the book, Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting (AMG Publishers).

From Lydia’s Recipe File: Easter-Egg Snack Mix

For this eggs-tra fun egg hunt, purchase plastic eggs to fill with sweet and salty
snacks. Optional: save foam egg cartons to gather eggs.

Eggs-tra Special Teatimes
“Grandma, why do you like tea so much?” four-year-old Anna asked when she came
to spend the afternoon with Grandpa and me. What’s not to like about tea? I thought.
“You like it too, don’t you?” I asked. After all, Anna is always eager for a tea party
in our home or a tearoom. It’s no wonder, since we’ve taken her out for tea since she
turned two (although her teapot is usually filled with hot chocolate).
Fun with Grandpa
Anna’s most frequent par-TEAS are casual ones at our home with Grandpa. We
don’t make a big production. All it takes for a sweet time is a child-sized teacup, a
teapot filled with peach herbal tea, a little spoon and sugar cubes. Grandpa might even
drink his tea from a mug. The goodies or lunch foods are whatever we have available.
Sometimes we prepare a scone mix together and add a few white chocolate chips. Other
times we simply open the cupboard and refrigerator doors and see what we find.
Easter Fun
One spring, I planned an Easter-egg-hunt lunch. I gathered a dozen plastic eggs and
set out a variety of small foods to wrap and place inside the eggs. When Anna entered
the kitchen, she looked at the assortment and announced, “Put away the pickles!” I
laughed. “Don’t you like pickles?” Pickles were off the menu.
I wrapped the other foods, and Anna packed the plastic eggs with small cubes of
ham and cheese, fresh carrot coins, oyster crackers, cereal squares, small candies and
chocolate chips, fruit (apple slices are her favorite), and tiny tea sandwiches. Then she
placed the filled eggs in an egg carton.
I hid the eggs in easy-to-find places in the living room. Anna smiled as she hunted
for them and placed each one in her egg carton.
All 12 gathered, Anna sat at the table and opened each egg — excited to see what
was inside. She emptied the contents onto a pretty plate, then ate her lunch and sipped
tea.
Year-Round Fun
This fun lunch or snack-time activity has become a year-round favorite for Anna, not
just at Easter. Often when she comes over she says, “Let’s fill Easter eggs for lunch.”
I keep plastic eggs handy in a kitchen drawer to fulfill her request. I offer foods from
several food groups to make it a balanced meal: meat and protein, fruits and vegetables,
bread and/or cereal, and her favorite — sweets. It takes a little longer to prepare this
treat than making a peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich, but Anna will outgrow this tradition before I know it. So we’ll enjoy it while we can. When we hunt for eggs around
Easter, we leave one egg empty to remind us of Jesus’s empty tomb.
Sometimes we put the makings for s’mores in a few eggs. After Anna opens the
eggs and finds the miniature marshmallows, chocolate chips and small pieces of graham
crackers, we put together itty-bitty smores and microwave them to melt the chocolate
and marshmallows.

Pieces From My Heart . . .

It Happens All The Time
by Jan Keller

The worst of all possibilities has happened. Members of the family can go home.
Medicine’s administering hands are no longer needed, and the medical professionals
can move on to other patients.
It happens all the time.
In fact, it’s so commonplace that when a funeral procession passes us along the
street, we, engrossed in our private world of worry and care, may hardly turn our
heads to notice. We might not even give so much as a passing thought to those poor
souls in that procession who are toting their loved one and a heavy load of grief out to
some cemetery.
It happens all the time. It’s so usual. It’s so commonplace.
It’s so ordinary ... ordinary, that is, until it strikes those we know; those we care
about; those we love. Then it is ordinary no more. Then it comes roaring into our
experience like a runaway freight train. Then it explodes upon us with a pain and a
despair of absolutely frightening intensity.
It doesn’t matter what the illness is or how long the suffering. In an instant -- the
time it takes to draw a breath or fail to draw one -- the sunniest place in all the world
is immediately transformed into dark and gloomy despair. At that time, when everything is so very discouraging, friends reach out with the encouraging gift of their
presence.
Sometimes there may be enough in a handshake, a warm embrace, a hand on the
shoulder, or a soft smile. Sometimes that’s enough to keep hearts from breaking and
hopes from dying. But sometimes, those gestures just aren’t enough. And in those, we
need to learn and remember the ministering power of tears.
Tears are our most profound expression of sympathy for those about us, as well
as our most blessed emotional release.
In life we’ll all see joy, and we’ll all see pain -- but may we never see the pain
that can kill the joy of being supported by those who express their love and share
their tears.
© 2015 Jan Keller. No reprint without permission. Jan shares other pieces of her
life in her books, Pieces From My Crazy Quilt, and The Tie That Binds. These books
can be ordered by calling 719-749-9797, or writing: Black Sheep Books, 16755 Oak
Brush Loop, Peyton, CO 80831

Suggested ingredients:
Popped popcorn (one cup or more per person)
Small snacks, such as:
		 Pretzels
		
Goldfish® crackers
		
Teddy Grahams
Dried fruit (raisins, pineapple, cranberries, cherries, bananas or apricots)
		
Nuts (almonds, peanuts or walnuts)
		
Cereal (squares or O’s)
		
Candies (jellybeans, chocolate eggs or M&M’s)
		
Miniature marshmallows
12 clean plastic eggs for each person
Empty foam egg cartons or baskets to gather eggs
Directions:
Fill a large bowl with popcorn.
Select sweet and salty snacks from the list or add your own. Put snack items and
empty plastic eggs on the table.
Each person receives a dozen plastic eggs and fills 11 with favorite snacks. Leave
the twelfth egg empty as a reminder of the empty tomb. Or place an Easter verse inside
that egg, such as, “He is not here; he has risen, just as he said” (Matthew 28:6 niv).
Hide eggs indoors or outdoors.
Search for eggs. Each person finds a dozen to fill their egg carton or basket.
Empty the snacks from the plastic eggs into the large bowl of popcorn. Mix together
with a spoon to create a tasty snack mix.
Share the snack together and talk about the biggest surprise of all — Jesus’s resurrection! If you put a verse in one egg, read it aloud together.
If you wish, read the story of Jesus’s resurrection from Matthew 28, Mark 16, Luke
24 or John 20.
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It’s Party Time with Lesley . . .

Wichita

Celebrating Easter
By Lesley Nuttall

As our weather warms up, it’s time to start thinking about and planning for a special
holiday event that is getting close, namely, Easter Sunday, April 5. It is generally held
on the Sunday after the first full moon after the spring equinox. Although we all plan
our Easter celebrations and meals differently, I thought it would be interesting to take a
short trip ‘around the world’ to see how our customs compare with others.
CANADA: Eggs of all kinds are symbolic of spring and Easter, from decorated
hard-boiled eggs to chocolate and candied eggs. The largest egg in the world is a representation of a Ukrainian Easter egg, known as a ‘Pusanka,’ and is located in Vagreville, Alberta, Canada. It is over 25 feet in diameter and is decorated in gold, silver and
bronze designs. Our popular Easter dinner is a glazed ham topped with pineapple rings
and cherries cut in half and held on top of the ham with toothpicks. Deviled eggs and
hot cross buns are common on most tables. Children paint hen eggs in various designs
and look forward to looking for gifts and chocolate eggs brought and hidden by the
“Easter bunny” on Easter Eve.
GERMANY: Easter is one of their most popular holidays. You can see “Easter
Trees” with hanging colorful decorated eggs all around. Their hot Easter meal is served
at noon. Deviled stuffed eggs are an appetizer, followed by roasted lamb, asparagus and
potatoes, or potato dumplings. Black forest cake completes their meal.
RUSSIA: The Easter meal begins with ‘puskha,’ which is a soft, strained cottage
cheese filled with fruit and molded into the shape of a pyramid. Russians finish their
meal with a tall, cylinder sweet bread cake filled with dried fruit and nuts and topped
with rum and icing.
SPAIN: In Spain, they begin their meal with a fish soup, followed by an asparagus
dish with Spanish garlic mayo and a savory stuffed bread filled with anything from ham
and cheese to boiled eggs and sausage. Their special treats are donuts called, ‘rosquilas’
made from bread crumbs, cinnamon, rosemary and honey. Happy Easter - Feliz Pascua!
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ITALY: One of their favorite foods for Easter is the ‘torta pasqualina,’ which is
ricotta and spinach pre-wrapped in layers of puff pastry and whole eggs - unbeaten. The
‘torta pasqualina’ traditionally has 33 layers to represent the age of Christ when he was
crucified. They enjoy many ceremonies, fireworks and grand explosions to the cheers of
all. Happy Easter - Buona Pascua!
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS: Easter is celebrated in so many ways in Hawaii. As elsewhere in the world, the Easter egg hunt is the most popular fun event for the whole
family. Unlike us, they are able to have their Easter celebrations at the beach with their
barbeque. A luau is a traditional Hawaiian feast, and their traditional meat is also ham,
which they top with pineapple rings and cherries. Other dishes on their table might include lomilomi salmon, kalua pork, or teriyaki beef or chicken. The classic Hawaiian
luau usually includes Hawaiian, Polynesian and Asian food choices. They make a potato
salad with their Hawaiian purple potato, and with so many fresh fruits, they might even
have some form of pineapple for dessert. Maybe even my Hawaiian Cheesecake Bars
below.
			
Hawaiian Cheescake Bars
		
2 cups flour		
2 tsp vanilla
		
1 cup sugar		
16 oz can crushed pineapple, drained
		
1 cup butter		
2 - 8 oz pkg cream cheese, softened
		
4 tbsp sugar		
2 cups flaked coconut
		
4 tbsp milk		
2 tbsp butter
		
2 eggs
1) Combine 2 c flour, 1 c sugar and1 c butter. Pat mixture into 9 x 13 inch pan. Bake
at 350 F oven for 15 minutes. Cool slightly. 2) Mix together, cream cheese, 4 tbsp sugar,
4 tbsp milk and 2 eggs. Fold in vanilla and drained pineapple. Spread over baked crust.
3) Combine coconut and 2 tbsp melted butter. Sprinkle on top of pineapple mixture
and bake in 350 F oven for 15-20 minutes. 4) Cool and cut into bars. At serving time,
top with whipped cream. Serves: 9 - 12
©2015 Lesley R Nuttall is the Author of “Secrets of Party Planning” and lives in
Dryden, ON, Can. email: lesleyrose@shaw.ca
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??? Mystery Quilt project ???
Do you like a good mystery? Mystery quilt that is. In this issue of The Country
Register of Kansas we have the second set of blocks in the mystery quilt started in the
February/March issue. The quilt is designed by Ann Jones and sponsored by Nine Patch
Quilt & Fabrics in Nevada, Mo. Like our quilt projects, all directions are also available
on our website www.countryregister.com/kansas, but unlike others, there will be no pictures of finished blocks or the quilt until we’re done! We are planning for the project to
go through three issues at which time we’ll feature the finished quilt on the website.
Are you ready? There’s some great shop hops and special events coming up. Check
them out and see if you can find just the right fabric for this project. Here’s what Erica
Skouby from Nine Patch Quilts & Fabrics said to get you ready.
Ann designed this quilt to be the Christmas quilt she has wanted to make for over
20 years and I (Erica) put a sunflower twist on mine when I made the quilt to test the
directions. This quilt is somewhat fat quarter friendly, and I have indicated this when it
works. We both used a lot of colors. Don’t let this scare you off. If your fabrics coordinate, it will work. The quilt is approximately 62” square.

Fabric Requirements:

Fabric A: 1/8 yard or 1 fat quarter -- medium/dark print
Fabric B: 1/8 yd or 1 fat quarter -- medium/dark print to coordinate with Fabric A
Fabric C: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a focal fabric/can be a med/large
		
print or even fussy cut.
Fabric D: 1/2 yd -- needs to coordinate with Fabric C. I used a med/light fabric
Fabric E: 3/4 yd or 3 fat quarters - a dark color will work here, suggest a solid
Fabric F: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters - medium/dark tonal to contrast Fabric E and com		pliment C&D
Fabric G: 1.25 yds -- this fabric can be a med/large print (I used sunflowers here) &
		
needs to coordinate with Fabric A & B
Fabric H: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a light to coordinate with Fabric G
Fabric I: 1/2 yd or 2 fat quarters -- needs to be a med/med light to coordinate with G
		& H
Fabric J: 3/4 yd -- this will be in your border

Part 2

Block 3
This is a half square triangle combined with a quarter square triangle. This block
uses three fabrics and will be the “spin” around Block 1 to make the center of your
quilt. You will make four blocks.
Fabric G: Cut two (2) 13 ½” x 13 ½” squares. Cut again on the diagonal once
Fabric H: Cut one (1) 13 ½” x 13 ½” square.
Fabric I: Cut one (1) 13 ½ x 13 ½” square.
To make the quarter square triangles, mark the diagonal on the wrong side of the
light fabric (H). Lay the light fabric on top of the medium (I) fabric. Sew a scant ¼”
seam on either side of marked line. Cut on the marked line. Press each half square
triangle open with the seam towards the medium fabric. Now use your ruler and rotary
cutter and cut these blocks in half on the diagonal opposite of your sew line. You should
have four sections that mirror each other. See diagram.

To finish the block, find the center of Fabric G along the bias edge. Match this to the
seam line on your quarter square triangle and sew the two pieces together. These blocks
should then square up to 12 ½”. Press towards Fabric G
Block 4
From Fabric G, Cut four (4) 6 ½” x 36 ½” strip. Set aside.
Block 5
Modified Snowball Block. You will make 24 blocks.
Fabric J: Cut twenty four (24) 6 ½” x 6 ½” squares
Fabric E: Cut forty eight (48) 3 ½” x 2 ½” squares.
Place 6 ½” square right side up. Take one of the 3 ½” squares and place right side
down on a corner of the bigger square. Sew a diagonal line across the smaller block as
shown on the diagram. Press out. You do not have to cut off your “ears” as this may
cause your block to not be square. Place another 3 ½” square on the opposite corner of
the bigger square and repeat. Once the blocks are complete, sew six (6) blocks together.
One set of 6 blocks should measure 36 ½” long. Make four sets of six blocks.
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Love Those Fleas
by Cheryl Potts

I don’t know exactly how or why I’ve gotten so interested in exploring flea markets,
but the bug has surely bitten me!
Over the years, I’ve noticed that antique furniture, dressers and cupboards were built
with REAL wood, as well as designed with fine carvings, quality and details that you
don’t see in furniture made today. The chairs, tables and cabinets grandpa built before I
was born are still going strong. I prefer the character and sturdiness of the older furniture. Perhaps it’s more than that. I think it’s the history of the piece that intrigues me the
most!
I’ve noticed that my “antique eye” is branching out into other old relics. Consider
the tools, utensils and time saving devices of the 1920s and 30s and the timeworn elements that characterize the pieces, namely rust and worn-down parts. I love it! To me
they represent an era that I wish -- in some ways -- I could go back to. I believe the ice
picks, rug beaters, doilies, butter churns and rakes deserve to be displayed on the walls
of a home as decorative pieces. It’s my sentimental journey of the time spent at grandpa
and grandma’s house. I cherish the wonderful memories of a simpler and less complicated life style.
The truth of the matter is, there’s never been a flea market yet where I haven’t seen
something from “my childhood” and now it’s considered antique! I hear myself say,
“Mom had a set of those,” or “Gee, I had a toy just like that!” It instantly transports me
back, like the re-play button on a video recorder. So when I find treasured trinkets of the
past, I consider purchasing them because it reminds me of special times. And then there
are those unusual items that I can’t pass up like small wagon wheels, vinegar cruet sets
or blue tin ware.
I surely enjoy the recycle, refurbish and transformation of the old items into unique
displays, accent pieces or adding to the collections I’ve started. It’s a fun hobby. It gets
the creative juices flowing as well as preserving the past.
“Poor indeed is the man who cannot enjoy the simple things in life. Contentment is
not found in having everything -- but in being satisfied and appreciating everything we
have.”
1Timothy 6:6 says, “But godliness with contentment is great gain.”
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Collecting Depression glass
By Len Waska

After pressed glass replaced china and pottery for everyday table use in the mid 1800s, glass making became an art form with artisans like Louis Comfort Tiffany
and
Steuben’s Frederick Carder developing new colors, shapes and techniques almost
daily. Interest in Art Glass peaked in the early twentieth Century, but glassware was still
very labor intensive, each piece being blown, etched and polished by hand with a lot
of attention to detail. This of course was expensive and no problem during the “roaring
twenties” but became a huge problem when the Great Depression gripped the country.
Like four small streams that merge to form a large river, four events merged to cause
the upheaval in the glass industry during the 1920s. One factor was the evolution of
national advertising in which a company could let housewives all across the country
know about their products, much like the Internet has done for today’s small business.
The second factor was the improvement in mechanization and automation that allowed
glassware to be quickly mass-produced and sold for a small fraction of the selling price
of handmade glass. The third factor was the Great Depression, which put everything but
the cheapest goods out of reach of the average housewife, and the fourth factor was the
fact that Americans were getting tired of everything being mostly black or white. They
wanted color in their lives and Depression glass met that demand.
As the Depression devastated the nation, thousands of companies fought to stay
alive and, for many, Depression glass was the answer. Costing only pennies, hundreds
of businesses could afford to give away pieces of Depression glass as premiums for
customer’s purchases. Motion picture theaters had “dish night,” and pieces of glass were
included in boxes of products like soap powder, Pillsbury Flour and Mother’s Oats. It
was better than Cracker Jack! The end result was that every household in the nation
had at least one piece of Depression glass and, even though money was tight, that extra
dime could buy another piece to add to your table setting or as a gift for a hard working
housewife.
While many glass houses were making colored glassware in the late 1920s, most of
them weren’t fully automated until the early 1930s, and the vast majority of the patterns
most popular today came into being at that time.
Depression glass comes in over three-dozen variations of pink, green, blue and yellow and has hundreds of complicated patterns, many of which were designed to imitate
the hand-etched styles of earlier years, but were often used to hide the numerous imperfections in the glass itself. As a result of its inexpensive, automated, machine-driven,
mass production, Depression glass is full of errors both major and minor. Many pieces
will “wobble” instead of sitting flat on a surface; will lean to one side; have bubbles in
the glass; blobs on the surface or lines called straw marks; and the color of two pieces
in the same pattern may not match. This is “Depression glass” and none of these flaws
detract from its value or appeal to collectors.
Like all collectibles, Depression glass values are dependent on rarity and desirability.
Many pieces are plentiful enough that prices are reasonably low, while other pieces
are so rare that, when found, they command extremely high prices. An example of the
former is Bubble, made by Hocking Glass Co. where a cup and saucer in crystal sells
for $3. An example of the latter is Ruba Rhombic, which is so rare that it seldom even
appears at glass shows and single pieces sell for hundreds of dollars.
A problem that beginning collectors need to be aware of are the reproductions on
the marketplace. While most patterns have not been reproduced, some have been over

run with reproductions and, as a result, the concerns have driven down prices. One of
the most widely reproduced patterns is Madrid, which was made in 49 pieces, twelve
of which have been reproduced. Several pieces in the Madrid pattern were made for
the 1976 United States Bicentennial and had a “76” embossed into the mold. These are
easy to spot but most reproductions are not that easy to detect. Beginning collectors are
advised to get one of the current price guides on depression glass, which concentrate on
patterns that were available in a “basic setting,” consisting of cups, saucers and plates
for everyday use and show exactly which pieces were reproduced in each pattern.
Of all the things that people collect, Depression glass is the most thoroughly researched, with dozens of price guides written about it. While Hazel Marie Weatherman’s
first two books, called Colored Glassware of the Depression Era covered nearly 1,000
patterns and the second volume is considered to be “the bible” of Depression glass and a
“must have” for serious collectors, they are out of print and bring premium prices when
located.
One of the most popular books on Depression
glass is Warman’s Depression Glass Identification and Price Guide. It lists over 170 of the most
popular patterns and helps collectors by pointing
out which pieces have been reproduced. This
book is readily available from the NDGA National Glass Museum, located at 117 S. Washington,
in Wellington, Kan., or it can be ordered by phone
by calling Pam Meyer of the National Depression
Glass Association, who wrote the forward to the
price guide.
Pam’s phone number is 972-672-6213, or you
can order a copy by email at
Meyerantiques@juno.com or meyerlookingglass@hotmail.com With all the depression glass
that was made, almost every home has a piece or
two that grandma used. Look around and find that
beautiful piece of colored glassware. You may
decide to start your own collection! Good Luck!!
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Put some zest in your life with lemon
essential oil
By Wanda Headrick

The clean, refreshing uplifting essence of lemon essential oil (Citrus limon) makes
me think of the pleasant, warm, sunny days of spring. Pure lemon essential oil is obtained from the peel of the lemon fruit by a method known as cold expression. The lemon tree is believed to be a native of southeastern China and India and was imported to
Europe via Persia and the Middle East with the returning crusaders in the 12th Century.
During Roman times, the peel of the lemon fruit was used to perfume clothes and repel
insects. Columbus brought lemon and orange seeds on his second voyage to the West
Indies in 1493. Today the lemon tree is primarily cultivated in California, Florida and
southern Europe for pure lemon essential oil production. Lemon essential oil is a yellow
to pale yellow or greenish-yellow mobile liquid with a very light, fresh, sweet odor.
Lemon essential oil is considered non-toxic and non-irritant. Sensitivity can occur in
some people, so it is always best to dilute lemon oil with a carrier oil if it is to be used
on the skin. Lemon essential oil is considered to be phototoxic in direct sunlight and
should not be used on the skin prior to sun exposure if the skin area is to be uncovered.
Lemon essential oil is considered to have the following therapeutic properties: antiseptic, anti-microbial, anti-rheumatic, antiseptic, antispasmodic, astringent, bactericidal,
carminative (settles the digestive system and assists expulsion of gas from the intestines), cicatrisant (promotes the formation of scar tissue), depurative (purifying to body
and blood), diaphoretic (promotes perspiration), diuretic, febrifuge (cools and reduces
high body temperature), hypotensive, insecticidal, rubefacient (an agent that is warming
and increases blood flow), tonic, vermifuge (causes expulsion of worms).
Some authors refer to lemon essential oil as the “oil of focus” as it is thought to aid
in concentration and memory. Studies in Japan found that typing errors were reduced by
54 percent when lemon essential oil was dispensed through the room. Lemon essential
oil helps bring clarity and mental flexibility to the mind. It is a wonderful aid for children struggling in school as it helps individuals to be mentally present by focusing on
one thing at a time.
It restores energy by inspiring a natural playfulness and buoyancy to the heart,
releasing feelings of depression, insecurities and lack of confidence, and then replacing them with feelings of joy and a happiness to be involved in the present moment.
According to G. Mojay, lemon essential oil along with rose essential oil help “open the
heart,” by alleviating fears of emotional involvement.
The mild detoxifying properties of lemon essential oil make it useful to the circulatory system, for broken capillaries, nose bleeds, cellulite and the lymphatic system.
Lemon essential oil is an astringent, counteracting over-production of sebum and is
often found helpful for teenage skin problems. Its anti-bacterial properties are beneficial
for the treatment of acne and boils. It tones and softens aging skin. It is recommended
for treating warts and will soothe insect bites and stings.
Lemon essential oil is like a breath of fresh air and positively wonderful to use
around your home. That is why I like to use it to clean my home, especially the kitchen.
It makes it smell fresh and uplifting, and it makes the sink, stove, cooktop, countertops
and oven sparkle. As it makes the kitchen sparkle, the anti-bacterial properties help keep
down germs that like to collect from food preparation around the kitchen.
For cleaning sinks, countertops, appliances and dishcloths, I like to drop pure Lemon Essential Oil on the item to be cleaned and rub around. Then rinse it with clear warm
water. For my stainless steel sink, I usually scrub the lemon essential oil around with a
green scratcher, followed by a warm-water rinse and dry the sink out with a towel. This
makes it sparkle like new and the water will bead off for two to three days.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Mental Clarity Blend

Lemon Essential Oil 			
Rosemary Essential Oil 		
Basil Essential Oil			
Clary Sage Essential Oil		
Patchouli Essential Oil			
Cypress Essential Oil			

140 drops		
20 drops
5 drops
10 drops
5 drops
25 drops

Uplifting Blend
Lemon Essential Oil			
Sweet Orange Essential Oil		
Ginger Essential Oil			
Lavender Essential Oil			
Rose Essential Oil			
Cedarwood Essential Oil 		
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150 drops
50 drops
10 drops
30 drops
5 drops
25 drops

Both of the above blend recipes can be used in a similar way. Blend the above essential oils together in a dark glass bottle with a euro-dropper insert and a tight fitting
lid. The essence of the Essential Oil Blend will not mature for at least 4 days. If you do
not like the smell of the blend it is fine to add more of an oil you like and less of one
you do not like. When the blend is complete, you can use it in many ways:
Place a few drops at a time in a room diffuser, humidifier or on cotton balls in a
glass bowl scattered throughout the house or room.
You can blend 6 drops of the essential oil blend with 2 teaspoons of Olive Oil and
use it as a massage oil.
Add 10-20 drops of the essential oil blend to 1 tablespoon whole milk or ½ and ½
and place in a warm water bath soak with 1/8 cup of Dead Sea Mineral Salt and relax in
a beautiful Uplifting Bath Soak.

Spring Window Cleaner

		
1 - 4oz Aluminum Spray Bottle
		
Lemon Essential Oil 		
100 drops
		
Eucalyptus Essential Oil 		
20 drops
		
White Vinegar			
2 teaspoons
		
3.5 ounces water
Shake well and use as needed. The Eucalyptus oil helps remove the grease and
grim that collects on windows. Always shake before using.
To purchase Pure Essential Oils and other supplies go to
www.flinthillsaromatherapy.com Or e-mail: info@flinthillsaromatherapy.com We
can be reached by phone at 620-394-2250.

A Second Wind Secret Recipe . . . By Kelly Illick
French Onion Soup
2 tablespoons butter
4 onions, sliced		
3 cup beef broth		
1 1/2 cup water		

1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 cup French bread, cubed and toasted
1/2 pound baby Swiss cheese		

Melt butter in a saucepan over low heat; add onions; cook for 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally.
Add broth, water, Worcestershire sauce and pepper. Increase heat; bring to a boil;
reduce heat, cover and simmer for 5 minutes. Divide into four oven-safe soup bowls;
top with toasted bread cubes, then cheese. Place under a broiler just until cheese
melts and browns a bit. Makes four bowls.
Second Wind Secrets, written by Kelly Illick, features fresh
seasonal recipes from the north woods of Wisconsin for everyday
healthy eating and an occasional indulgence. She and her husband
Mark operate Second Wind Country Inn in rural Ashland, Wisc.
Second Wind is known for its rustic elegance. Check us out at www.
secondwindcountryinn.com. Look for more of Kelly’s “secrets” in
upcoming issues of The Country Register and follow us on Facebook... Second Wind Country Inn B&B
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Piecing Life Together . . .

A Gift of Time
by Barbara Polston

A few years ago, my eldest daughter, Tracy, was an attendant in a friend’s
wedding. As things go, the couple is now expecting their first child, and Tracy
shared their good news. Being a quilter, I believed that this precious new arrival
would certainly need his or her own quilt.
With my return to full-time work, sewing time has become very limited and
very precious. Without even thinking about how a new quilting project would
get done by the baby shower five months away, I offered to make the new baby
a quilt. Tracy checked with her friends who said they would welcome such a
gift.
Tracy lives in New York City but was home for the holidays. We selected
fabrics and a quilt design. We discussed the name for the quilt and the information for the label. The baby shower was now four months away.
My place of employment is closed between Christmas and New Year’s. That
week was a lovely gift of time with the family. I cooked every day, making family favorites and trying new dishes. We celebrated the holidays, which included
the engagement of my younger daughter, Caitlyn. I worked on my editing
responsibilities to move another magazine issue into production. We enjoyed a
pottery-painting outing. And I sewed!
For several chunks of time, one an entire Sunday while dinner simmered in
the Crockpot and the gentlemen watched football, I worked on the baby quilt.
By the time I returned to work and Tracy returned home to New York City, the
quilt top was done! It’s taken a little longer to get the backing and batting assembled but, finally, it’s ready to go off to be quilted. It looks like I will meet
the baby shower deadline with little trouble.
Steve Jobs said, “My favorite things in life don’t cost any money. It’s really
clear that the most precious resource we all have is time.”
This quilter couldn’t agree more! Today, I’m giving myself the gift of my
time. You’ll find me in the studio.
Barbara Polston is the author of Quilting with Doilies: Inspiration, Techniques, and Projects (Schiffer Books, 2015) and an awardwinning quiltmaker. You can see Barbara’s quilts, join her on Facebook or book her class and lecture offerings at www.barbarapolston.
com. She was inducted into Arizona Quilters Hall of Fame in 2013.
Barbara, who has lived in Phoenix, for almost 30 years, is calmly
quilting in Studio Narnia. ©Barbara Polston, Phoenix, AZ, January 2015
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Town and Country Cooking ....

Flexible Tex-Mex
By Janette Hess

Many recipes – especially those that don’t involve leavening or thickening ingredients – are actually quite flexible. They may be tweaked here or there to accommodate
taste preferences or ingredient availability. Tex-Mex food is a prime example of flexible
cuisine.
While some people adore the fresh, bright flavor of cilantro, others find it somewhat
bitter. Similarly, while some people like beans and cheese in abundance, others find that
a little goes a long way. And, of course, the “heat” of any dish may always be adjusted.
This month’s Shrimp Rounds are an easily adaptable appetizer. If additional “heat”
is desired, simply add a small sliver of chipotle pepper to each appetizer. If queso fresco
is not available, substitute finely shredded Monterrey Jack cheese. With Southwest
Black Beans and Rice, the amount of beans is adjustable and the cilantro is completely
optional, because, as we all know, the consumer is always right!
Fried Ice Cream is a favorite dessert served in many Mexican restaurants, but most
diners would agree that ice cream is indulgent enough without running it through a bath
of hot oil. Faux Fried Ice Cream easily mimics the flavors of the restaurant dish but involves no last-minute preparation or frying.

Shrimp Rounds
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

24 large, raw, de-veined shrimp
2 teaspoons mild taco seasoning mix
1 tablespoon canola or olive oil
Non-stick cooking spray
1 7-ounce package prepared guacamole
24 round, flat tortilla chips
2-3 chipotle peppers in adobo sauce, seeds removed
2 ounces queso fresco, crumbled

If necessary, thaw shrimp and remove shells and tails. Pat shrimp dry and place in
small bowl with seasoning mix and oil. Toss to coat. Place shrimp in non-stick sauté pan
that has been prepared with cooking spray. Cook over medium-high heat until shrimp
begin to turn pink. Turn shrimp over and cook until completely opaque, about 2 more
minutes. Remove from heat. Cool in refrigerator. At serving time, spread each chip
with guacamole and top with 1 piece of shrimp. If additional “heat” is desired, add a
small sliver of chipotle pepper. Sprinkle with crumbled cheese.

Southwest Rice with Black Beans
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

2 tablespoons olive oil
1 large onion, diced
2 cups long grain rice
2 10-ounce cans mild diced tomatoes and green chilies
Approximately 3½ cups chicken broth
1 to 1½ 15-ounce cans black beans, drained and rinsed
¼ cup fresh, chopped cilantro (optional)

Heat oil in large skillet over medium heat. Add onion and sauté until onion is softened. Add rice and continue cooking and stirring for 5 minutes. Transfer to 9- by 13inch baking dish. Drain tomatoes; reserve juice. Toss tomatoes with rice. Measure reserved tomato juice and add enough chicken broth to make 5 cups of liquid. Add to rice.
Bake uncovered at 350 degrees for 1 hour, or until all liquid is absorbed. Remove from
oven and stir in desired amount of beans and cilantro.
Serving option for leftovers: Combine rice and beans with an equal amount of
shredded rotisserie chicken. Heat through. Serve as a burrito filling with soft tortillas,
grated cheese, shredded lettuce, salsa and sour cream.

Faux Fried Ice Cream
		
1½ quarts (48 fluid ounces) vanilla ice cream
		
1 8-ounce container whipped topping
		
4 cups plain corn flakes
		
2 teaspoons cinnamon
		
2 tablespoons sugar
		
¼ cup honey
Maraschino cherries, chocolate syrup and additional whipped topping for garnish, if desired
In large bowl, soften ice cream and whipped topping just until they can be combined. In small bowl or shaker, combine cinnamon and sugar; set aside. Place 2 cups
corn flakes in 9- by 13-inch dish and crush lightly with hands. Sprinkle with half of
cinnamon-sugar mixture and drizzle with half of honey. Top with dollops of ice cream
mixture, taking care not to disturb layer of corn flakes. Using knife or spreader, smooth
ice cream into even layer. Lightly crush remaining cornflakes and sprinkle over ice
cream. Top with remaining cinnamon-sugar mixture and honey. Freeze at least 4 hours
or overnight. Cut into squares to serve. If desired, garnish with whipped topping, chocolate syrup and maraschino cherries.
A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses her writing on
interesting people and interesting foods. She is a Master Food
Volunteer with her local Extension service and enjoys collecting,
testing and sharing recipes.
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The Dropped Stitch . . .

The incredible -- inedible -egg
by Sharon Greve

The egg is a universal symbol of the sun and the source of
all life. Myths handed down from the past have shown man’s
relationship with the egg as deep-rooted. In Pagan times, the egg was celebrated in the
coming of spring as symbols of new life and fertility as a rebirth of nature after the long,
cold winter. It was a mediator between earth and heaven and between humans and deity.
As such, the egg has occupied an important cultural place for thousands of years. An old
Latin proverb: “Omne vivum ex ovo” means “all life comes from an egg.” Eggs were
held as an emblem of life and rebirth in almost all ancient cultures, entering into many
religions and as an emblem of resurrection to Christianity.
Aside from all the mystical meanings of egg-decorated designs of various cultures,
just the act of egg decoration is part of a greater legend. However, egg decorating
doesn’t need to be accomplished with messy dyes, paints or wax and often time-consuming methods to have beautiful reusable keepsake eggs, which become family tradition treasures. Visit your local yarn shop for Easter egg patterns available for knitters,
crocheters and quilters. Or, enjoy the following simple pattern.
Super simple crochet Easter eggs can be safely made by children as well as adults.
Don’t know how to crochet? No problem. All one needs to know is how to crochet a
chain —the first basic stitch in crocheting which is easy for all ages and is taught in
crochet/knitting magazines/books and local yarn shops as well as internet tutorials. It’s
so simple!
Materials needed: crochet thread/yarn, crochet hook for size of thread/yarn, Styrofoam egg and fiber glue. Simply crochet a long chain of about four feet to begin; pull
the open loop large so as not to have stitches unraveling and remove your hook.
Apply glue to the egg’s base end. Then tuck the beginning chain tail under the first
stitch; place that stitch on the glue in the center of the egg base and begin gluing and
wrapping the egg with the chain around and around (keeping the right side up), applying
glue to the egg to continue wrapping.
When the wrapping of the chain reaches the top of the egg, apply glue to the tip end;
fasten off the chain, hiding the ending tail under the last couple of chain stitches and
press the last stitch into the glue. Note: If the original chain of four feet is not enough
chain for the egg size, stop wrapping and gluing and crochet more chain stitches. If the
original chain is too long for the wrapping of the egg, just unravel the chain to the last
two chains needed to finish off the covering of the egg, fasten off, hide the tail under
the chains and finish gluing to the egg. Yarn may be glued in stripes or bands, using
separate chains of color. Embellishments are optional.
For display, you can’t just set an egg on a table -- it will roll off! Somewhere in your
home is a unique egg display item. For example: (1) Tuck eggs into colorful Easter
grass in a pretty basket. (2) Stack several eggs in a rose bowl or brandy snifter. (3)
Place an egg in a liquor glass at each place setting for Easter dinner. (4) Place eggs in a
candy dish on a base of small candies. (5) Place an egg on an ordinary eggcup at each
place setting for Easter Sunday breakfast. (6) Hang eggs by ribbon at various lengths
in a window. (7) Place eggs on top of candlestick holders of various heights for a table
grouping. Be creative!
Give the Easter Bunny some competition!
© 2015 Sharon Greve Contact: castonshar@charter.net No reprint without permission.
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Back Porch Break . . .

Books-a-Bazillion
by Nancy Parker Brummett

Ah, spring! Time for tulips, green grass, baby calves
frolicking in the fields and spring-cleaning! My husband
and I have been in the process of downsizing for a while
now (or “rightsizing” as we Baby Boomers prefer), so
spring-cleaning is sort of an ongoing thing at our house.
I’ve had no trouble at all sorting through clothes, linens,
dishes, pots and pans, and even jewelry. So many items
have found new homes or been relegated to the recycle
bins. But there’s one problem. Our house is chock full of
books, and I can’t seem to let them go.
My husband and I once fantasized about selling everything we own and buying a sailboat to sail around the
world. We figured we could generate enough income via
the Internet to keep the galley stocked, and we could stay
in touch with friends and family via e-mail. Only one
thing -- well, besides the fact that neither of us knew how
to sail -- was stopping us. What would we do with all our
books?
It’s not that we never give a book away, sell a book
at a garage sale, or take a stack of books to a used bookstore. We just don’t seem to have done any of those
things frequently enough. Hardbacks, paperbacks, pocket-sized volumes and coffee
table tomes...our house is full of books.
Even with all the moves over the years, we both still have textbooks from college
courses we took in the late sixties. I saved valuable texts like the Norton Anthology of
English Literature and the Harbrace College Handbook. He, on the other hand, has
texts titled (I’m not making this up) Engineering Economy, Applied Regression Analysis, and Principles of Operations Research with Application to Managerial Decisions,
copyright 1969.
Now, excuse me, but William Blake will always be William Blake and the tiger
burns just as brightly “in the forests of the night” in 2015 as he did in 1967. However,
any manager needing advice based on what was known about systems operations in
1969 is probably managing a push broom -- if that!
In addition to nonfiction titles and novels, we have a complete library of children’s
books. Now I’m reading Dr. Seuss favorites like Hop on Pop, Mr. Brown is Out of Town
and The Foot Book to a second generation. I suppose I could forego the set of 1975 Encyclopedia Britannica Junior (minus Vol. 16, which one of my sons left at school), but I
couldn’t abandon Tuggy the Tugboat for the most luxurious sailboat made!
We also have travel guides to every place we’ve ever been or dreamed of going.
Those would come in handy on the sailboat, but where would we put them? At least I
could toss overboard those for inland locations, like Beijing: An Illustrated Guide.
We would need one whole footlocker to hold those classics we plan to read some
day, including the Complete Works of William
Shakespeare and the Complete Novels of Jane
Austen, and another for the books we bought
but haven’t read yet.
We’d need all the books we’ve saved from
foreign languages we’ve taken so we could
look up how to ask directions to the post office
in every port, and I’d need my full supply of
cookbooks in the galley, with titles spanning
trends from fondue to gluten-free.
You may be wondering why we don’t
just read books on an electronic reader like a
Kindle or Nook. Well, we do. But somehow
that hasn’t replaced the joy of holding a book
in hand and turning the pages one by one.
Although we do own a book titled Sailing
for Dummies, I doubt we’ll opt for the sailing
fantasy. Far more likely is that we’ll move to
a smaller house with a lot less stuff -- except
for the books stacked floor to ceiling in every
room!
Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and
freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO.
“Like” her author page on Facebook, or to
learn more about her life and work, visit www.
nancyparkerbrummett.com.
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Lynne’s design samples are displayed throughout the
shop,
along with the teaching boards she has developed
Junction City
to
help
teach her layered patchwork method. Most of the
The Quilter’s Yard
quilts and wall hangings had a teaching board next to it that
Manhattan
clearly showed how each block went together.
All About Quilts
One corner of the shop showcases Robert’s Berninas.
Vintage Gardens The selection offers several price ranges and features and
there are plans to further expand the offerings.
Wamego
While I was there, Jamie also gave me the tour of the
Quilts & Crafts
retreat center located on the upper story of the building.
The retreat center hosts 12 to 15 groups a year with each
Road Trip: Heading down K-18 from Bennington
group having between eight and 12 people. The center has a
complete kitchen, lounge area, brightly lit work area and a Sample quilts are often
to Wamego
sleeping dorm which features 12 single beds, each covered displayed with teaching
By Cindy Baldwin
in a distinctive handmade quilt. The facility is furnished
boards visually showing how
I’ll soon be heading to Wamego for The Kansas Sampler Festival May 2-3, which
with antiques, features a dramatic 12-foot, original tin ceil- the blocks come together.
got me thinking about my route to get there. The obvious route from my house is I-135
ing and can only be described as cozy. The retreat center
to I-70 to the Wamego exit. But, what if I got a little adventurous and tried K-18 highalso has a
way. I decided my road trip this issue would be a trial run of the route. I started out on
display of Lynne’s quilts featured in her
a beautiful “almost” spring morning and headed for my first stop, Bennington, located
books, along with the stories behind the
just east of US-81 highway in Ottawa County.
blocks.
It is also booked for 2015. Jamie
KT Bernina - 103 N. Nelson, Bennington KS • 785-488-2120
said they have had groups at the retreat
Any quilter in Kansas -- and across the country,
center from as far away as Australia and
actually -- is familiar with Moda’s Kansas Troubles
closer to home, but one thing they all
line of fabric. The deep, warm colors of the fabric line
have in common. They love the Kansas
and variations of late 1800’s patterns have been used in
Troubles fabric line.
untold numbers of quilts and wall hangings since the
“We are a destination stop,” Jamie
line was launched in 2000. What they may not know,
said. “People who like the line are really
is that fabric designer Lynne Hagmeier’s design studio
excited to see the whole collection in
is housed in a red brick building anchoring a corner
one place.”
The
retreat
area
offers
a
comfortable
space
of Bennington’s main street. I pulled into town and
Lynne admits to a love of vintage
decorated with Lynne’s quilts
quickly found my destination, KT Bernina.
fabrics and colors and her designs are
After a number of years of operating primarily an online retail presence, Lynne and
heavily inspired by traditional Civil Ware-era prints -- they aren’t reproductions, but
husband, Robert, decided to open
have the essence of the original fabrics, many of which are in her personal vintage
a retail store in the building that
fabric collection.
houses, not only her design studio
“I just feel blessed that I can design fabric and quilts that I love and can live with
and shipping center, but also a retreat
and that there are many quilters who love it, too.”
center on the upper level. The main
If you are a Kansas Troubles fan, this is a shop you need to visit.
floor serves to showcase her comHours: Tuesday-Friday 10-5; Saturday 10-3 website www.ktquilts.com
plete line of Kansas Troubles fabrics
and patterns and Robert’s full-serI left Bennington and headed east on K-18 to Junction City and Quilter’s Yard. It
vice retail and repair BERNINA™
took about an hour and I enjoyed the scenery as it gradually changed from flat farm
shop.
ground to rolling Flint Hills.
“The store is really my husband’s,” Lynne said in a phone
Quilter’s Yard •722 N. Washington • Junction City 785-307-0774
interview (she wasn’t there the day
If your idea of Junction City is what you see from I-70
I visited.) “I’m a Bernina girl and
Just part of the Kansas Troubles line featured in
with its filling stations, fast food, hotels and restaurants,
when the store that offered Berthen you haven’t really seen Junction City. K-18 brought
nina service closed in Salina, Robert the store.
me into town on the north side through residential neighborhoods until I turned south to go to downtown, which
thought opening a retail outlet and
features lots of limestone and some very interesting shops
learning to repair the machines was
-- including my destination Quilter’s Yard.
something that would interest him.
Shari
We decided to offer the fabric as well
Strauss opened
as a way to help support the sewing
Quilter’s Yard a year ago and has already
machines.”
moved into the space next door to the origiAs I walked through the door
nal shop, greatly expanding her display and
of the shop, I was greeted by Jamie
classroom space. Even though the building
Swanson, who has worked with the
Hagmeiers for a number of years and is a historic one, it is brightly lit and welis very knowledgable about the fabric comes shoppers to enjoy the bright colored
line and the Kansas Troubles patterns fabric bolts lining the shelves.
Shari has always appreciated fabric and
offered in the shop.
The shop is a full-service Bernina center.
was a former co-owner of a business which
The shop features the complete
hand-dyed cross stitch material. She left
line of Kansas
Troubles fabrics
Quilter’s Yard features many bright,
in all available
modern fabrics, above, and a spacious
colorways,
classroom, left.
something that
even stores
that in 2011 to become a full-time farm wife
with the best
-- and soon decided she needed something to
selection rarely
do. A quilter who had sewed for years, she
has. The shop
decided to open Quilter’s Yard and hasn’t
carries fabric in
regretted the decision. In addition to fabric
bolts, flat folds,
See Road on page 16
pre-cuts and fat
quarters -- but,
except for one
short shelf -- the
fabric is all Kansas Troubles.
“Moda only
prints fabrics
once and when
it’s gone, it’s
gone,” Jamie
said. “We do
have some fabrics that are no
longer available
in shops, but
even we can’t
get any more
when it is sold
out.”
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From Road, pg. 13
and custom long-arm quilting
services, the store is also an
exclusive dealer for Pfaff sewing
and embroidery machines in the
region and has a nice selection
of models for customers to test
drive.
Even though the shop is
located in a historic building, it
departs from the traditional in
much of its fabric offerings.
“People tell us they always
see something different here,”
Shari said. “We try to cover what
others don’t. We have lots of brights, batiks and moderns and maybe one of the largest
blender sections in the area. We do have some of the more traditional fabrics, but it’s not
our main focus.”
Quilter’s Yard also carries Judy Niemeyer’s Reclaimed West line featuring old equipment, barbed wire and other farm/ranch inspired designs. They also have a full spectrum
of solids including the complete Ginny Beyer palette, which includes 150 colors. Quilter’s Yard carries wool by yardage and also in fat quarters and fat eighths.
The shop participates in shop hops, offers classes in its spacious classroom, including
lots of beginner classes, and is a Row by Row participating shop.
I had a wonderful time visiting with Shari. Her enthusiasm for fabric and quilting
was catching. And she gave me a great recommendation for a place to eat lunch. Just
around the corner from Quilter’s Yard was Bliss Bistro. You have to love a place that has
a sign by the door with an arrow pointing toward the door labeled “happiness” and an
arrow pointing the other way labeled “life’s reality.” And the chicken salad was excellent, too.
Hours: Tues-Fri 10-5 and Sat. 10-3
I confess that I did veer off K-18 briefly and took I-70 from Junction City to my next
stop, Vintage Gardens in Manhattan. Blame the GPS, but it may have had something
with the GPS not allowing me to go through Fort Riley. But, I was close. I came into
Manhattan on Bill Snyder Highway, also known as Pillsbury Dr., to Vintage Gardens.

Vintage Gardens • 1312 Pillsbury DR • Manhattan • 785-632-2187

Vintage Gardens is a sister store to the original Vintage
Gardens in Clay Center. The Clay Center shop has proven
to be very popular and owner, Tiffani Wallace, opened the
Manhattan
store last
fall. If you
enjoy vintage, antiques, refurbished furniture and
home decor in a similar style, you will
lose yourself in Vintage Gardens.
Joyce Trumble was in charge the day
I was there and let me happily wonder
about contemplating how each piece
might fit into my home decor. The two
floors of the store are arranged so that
each piece and home decor item is displayed to advantage.
In addition to furniture and home decor, much of it repurposed, the store has a very
nice selection of vintage clothing and new and vintage accessories.
Joyce told me that many of
the refurbished items were made
by Tiffani’s parents and were
unique to the store. One of the
new pieces that they had just gotten in was a buffet that had been
repurposed into a wine rack/
serving bar (see above). There
were also several decorative
benches made from headboards
and footboards of old beads.
There were also pieces -- such as

some old porch pillars and doors -- that
were just waiting for someone’s imagination to transform them into a new use.
The shop will be adding an outdoor
garden art/furniture area this spring -- I
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was a little too early to see it -- and
will also have flowers and plants as
the store does in Clay Center.
This is one of those shops where
there are unique items everywhere
you look. It might be an interesting
use of refurbished items or a color
that will put the pop back into a
tired decor. I know I found several
things that had me wondering why
I hadn’t thought of something like
that. Or a classic vintage or antique
piece that was perfect just the way
it was.
Vintage Gardens offers design
classes at both the Manhattan and Clay Center shops nearly every month which feature
handcrafted home decor items. They also host Ladies Night Out events, which can be
tailored to your group. Call for class schedules -- which are already planned for June,
August, September and November -- or to schedule your group’s special night out. The
shop also has a bridal registry as does the shop in Clay Center.
See Vintage Gardens on Facebook for happenings and new items at both the Manhattan and Clay Center stores.
Manhattan store hours: Monday-Saturday 10-6.
I left Vintage Gardens and took a bit of a detour to All About Quilts on Highway 24
between Manhattan and Wamego. It’s not on K-18, but it was too close to not stop by.

All About Quilts • 8651 E Hwy 24 • Manhattan, 785-539-6759

Getting in the parking lot at All About Quilts
coming from the west can be a little bit tricky, but
it’s worth it.
“We just tell people, if you miss us, go to the
stoplight, turn around at the convenience store and
come back,” owner Karen Malone said.
See Road on pg. 27
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Prescription for Adventure . . .

Springtime Chicks: Early Memories
By Naomi Gaede-Penner

My earliest memories are of baby chicks, barn cats under my grandparents’ porch,
dogs named “Shep,” sweet-eyed calves and wooly lambs. Then our family moved to
Alaska. Alaska was not like central Kansas. My new memories were of moose, bears,
salmon and “camp robbers” (Canadian Jays.) I missed the farm immensely.
Later, my physician father transferred with Public Health Services to Browning,
Montana. That Easter my mother brought home four pastel-dyed fuzzy chicks. Their
box sat on the black-andwhite linoleum kitchen
floor. We four children,
ages 18 months to nine
years, loved the chicks.
They felt so soft against
our cheeks.
Then the cute chicks
turned into teenagers. Their
pretty colors faded and
they developed prickly pinfeathers. Our enthusiasm
for holding them faded,
too. One Sunday, Mom
Naomi’s Farm-Girl Mama with Naomi and Ruth
gathered up the teenagers.
On the way to Star Baptist
Church in the country, we stopped at a Blackfeet Indian home and gifted the family
what had been our pets. For them, the pets probably turned into produce egg-layers or
supper.
Later, when my parents returned to Alaska and homesteaded, Mom bought chicks
for the summer time. They lived in the chicken coop along the driveway – until the
weather turned cold. Then she gifted them to Betty, our homestead neighbor from Nebraska, who kept her farm going year-around.
I think of those round, fluffy chicks every Easter. Sometimes when the Feed Store
sign reads “Order your Chicks Now,” I stop. Some year I’ll have to buy myself some
Easter chicks, even if they aren’t dyed anymore. I’ll hold them against my cheek and
reminisce about the joys of having a farm-girl mama.
Know of anyone who’d like an after-Easter gift?
What are your childhood memories about Easter?
What do you give your children/grandchildren for Easter?
What do you think about the Urban Farmers who raise chickens?
Find and purchase “From Kansas Wheat Fields to Alaska
Tundra: A Mennonite Family finds Home,” and Naomi’s other
Prescription for Adventure books, at www.prescriptionforadventure.com or by calling 303.506.6181. In Kansas, go to Faith &
Life (Newton), The Bookshelf (McPherson), or Kansas Originals (1-70 at Wilson.) Follow her on Facebook (Prescription
for Adventure.)
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The Knitting Savant . . .

Quilting With Barbara . . .

From The Beginning

Sewing can change lives

By Andrea Springer

By Barbara Conquest

How long have you been knitting? If I had a nickel for every time I’ve been asked
that question my yarn stash would be much bigger. Everyone who makes things with
their hands can tell you something about how and when they started.
My own knitting story began in second grade with my cousin Alane. She was learning to knit through 4-H, and I loved watching her work with her yarn and needles. As
our babysitter, she used my interest to her advantage. She gave me needles and yarn,
taught me how to cast on, and watched as I worked quietly. For her, it was a way to
manage an energetic child. For me, it was my beginning as a knitter.
To an adult, knitting may look like a complicated process for a child. Knitting requires two hands, working needles and yarn together at the same time, and – what may
seem to be the most challenging – sitting in one spot for an extended period of time. As
a beginning knitting instructor, I’ve taught all ages and everyone has the same challenges when they start. Most kids have an easier time picking up the mechanics of knitting,
because they’re always in the process of developing new skills and they love seeing the
product of their work grown on the needles.
Knitting has other benefits for children. As they work stitches, they’re developing
fine motor skills that will translate into writing. They count stitches and learn to recognize patterns. As they progress, their ability to focus and concentrate grows. And while
their hands are busy, their imagination can soar! To the rest of the world, it may look
like play and fun, but kids who knit are developing skills that will serve them throughout their lives.
Do you know a child who wants to learn to knit? Help them find a beginning class
at your local yarn shop (LYS), connect them with a 4-H club, find tutorial videos online,
or consider being their “Alane” and sit down and teach them yourself.
When working with kids, start with straight needles – US 9 or larger – and some
brightly colored chunky yarn. Teach them to cast on, bind off and the knit stitch. Help
them make a wash cloth, or a beanbag, anything they can finish in a reasonable amount
of time. My first project was a headband, and I’ve never looked back. Once they get
the hang of it, most kids will enjoy the process and get excited about seeing something
“grow” as their projects progress. Most of all, they’ll enjoy the one-on-one time with an
adult who’s interested in them.
Knitting as a skill has been passed down from person to person over the centuries. It
might be your turn to share it with the next generation.

Last Saturday I felt fortunate to participate in a life-changing event, one that will
change the lives of girls I’ll never meet. My small contribution of time operating my
normally underused serger, along with that of approximately 50 other people – women,
men and children – will enable several girls in third-world countries to attain uninterrupted education, which in turn will foster their health, dignity, self-value, safety, access
to increased income, and, in the long term, community betterment. Not bad for a (short)
day’s work!
Education is important everywhere of course, but in some areas of the world, girls’
education is interrupted for about a week every month because they have no feminine
hygiene products and are forced to miss classes. This means they miss about one quarter of the school year. Some girls fall behind, get discouraged and leave school. From
poor families, they may be forced to marry as early as 14 and bear too many children
to care for, while still children themselves, resulting in further health problems for both
mother and child.
Others, desperate not to miss school, have resorted to the use of leaves, mattress
stuffing, cornhusks and even tree bark, all of which lead to pain and sometimes serious infections. It has been documented that for every year of education completed, a
girl’s future income will be higher. In addition, a girl with seven years of education
will marry, on the average, four years later. She will bear fewer, but healthier, children.
She will have fewer health problems herself and will be better equipped to support herself and her family. She may become a leader in her community. However, to get this
all-important education, she may suffer indignities, infections and exploitation (even
possibly from school staff who have been known to trade hygiene supplies for sexual
favours). “If you have to choose between feeding your children or providing sanitary
supplies, which would you choose?” [DFG website] And what about families with several daughters? The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 74% of African
girls are sexually exploited before age 12.
These conditions are truly unacceptable, but there is good news: a non-profit organization called Days For Girls is working hard for change. Who knew? (Apparently thou-

Andrea Springer blogs at www.knittingsavant.com where
she helps folks remember that they have everything they need
to be successful in knitting and in life. You can share comments
or ideas with her at andrea@knittingsavant.com or follow
Knitting Savant on Facebook and Twitter.

See Sewing pg. 19
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Sewing, from pg. 18
sands of people worldwide, but it was news to me). Days For Girls makes and sends
sustainable, culturally sensitive hygiene kits to girls who need them in over 75 countries. These kits in part consist of reusable pads; a waterproof liner; new panties; small,
unwrapped soaps in a colourful drawstring bag; and the means to wash these pads using
minimal water. One kit gives three years of safe, private and sustainable protection –
and thus a possible three further years of education. Volunteers sew the pads, liners and
bags; other kit components are bought or donated.
Days For Girls has welcomed feedback from donors and recipients. The requirements are specific, so every girl receives a usable, sturdy attractive kit of the same
quality. People interested in sewing for this group should consult the DFG organization
(Days For Girls International www.daysforgirls.com) to request particulars and perhaps
a DFG representative to teach specifics, as they cannot accept products that do not meet
their well-researched and refined standards. One example of the DFG’s sensitive attention to detail is that they specify that soaps be sent unwrapped – this means lower transportation costs and less litter for recipients to dispose of.
The Rotary Club in a nearby small city has adopted the cause of Days For Girls;
club members have been offering volunteer opportunities to local quilters and guilds
explaining the situation and what they can do about it, “because quilters are used to
precise sewing.” (We didn’t disillusion them!) Their sewing event held last week was
a success, with approximately 50 people volunteering their time, sergers and sewing
machines. The local quilt shop donated a large amount of suitable fabric, and the owner
sewed with us all day.
How do non-sewers contribute? Donations of washcloths, panties, small unwrapped
soaps, appropriate fabric and money for transportation of kits are always welcome.
There are other ways to donate: assembling kits, stringing bags, attaching snap fasteners.
If you wish to help DFG in some way, please be aware that this article is only an
overview. The most accurate and complete information is available at www.daysforgirls.
com. I have no affiliation with either Rotary International or Days for Girls.
Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB. © Barbara Conquest.
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Our Cover Artist - Barbara Harms
Our cover artist, Barbara Harms is a mixed media textile artist
who lives in Dallas, Oregon. Her work is all original and her themes
can run from abstract to stylized nature.
Barbara says she can’t remember a time in her life in which art
didn’t play a large role. She found that painting was what she loved
Barbara Harms
most, so she became a painter. A move to Oregon introduced her to
quilting and she loved it. But, she was still an artist at her core and missed the creative
freedom and variety possible with traditional art. When she discovered fiber art, she
found the place she belonged. A perfect fit. She uses many traditional quilting techniques in a nontraditional application. She hand paints her fabric, often choosing silk for
its luminous quality which reflects light and rich color. All or her work is original and
loves starting with a tiny idea and seeing where that leads. The results can be surprising
and she enjoys the unpredictable element. I choose projects which excites her interest or
challenges her.
More of her work can be seen in her Etsy shop, her website http://barbaraharmsfiberart.com, and her Facebook page (BarbaraHarmsFiberArt). She also has a blog at http://
asianartandquilts.com
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Countryberries
Designs

This pattern is free for you to use. Please give the artist credit.
Not for commercial use. Enlarge this pattern to your desired size.
This design would be great on a shirt or a table runner. It could
also be framed. Sew on buttons for flowers. Embroider the words,
raindrops, leaves and stems. Have fun!
Designed by Kathy Graham

Countryberries LLC
Whimsies and necessaries for your country home and garden

330 North Road Deerfield, NH 03037
603-463-7615 www.countryberries.com

email us at info@countryberries.com to get on our email list
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Creating Your Own Fast Food
By Carol J. Alexander

Does it feel like you live in the car shuffling kids from play practice to sporting
event to sleepover? With all this shuffling, what’s happened to your family meal table?
That’s exactly the question Melodie M. Davis asks in her book, Whatever Happened to
Dinner? Recipes and Reflections for Family Mealtime. In her study of the evolution of
family mealtime, she discovers that it changes with our changing culture; but despite
the changing culture, we as parents must keep mealtime as glue for holding the family
together and as a center point in our lives.
Yet many weary parents succumb to grabbing on the go, whether in the fast food
joint drive-through, or pizza to be eaten in front of the TV once they do get home. While
it’s important to periodically take stock of our family’s activities and decide if they are
profitable, we also can preserve that center point by creating our own fast foods to eat at
home, around the table.
Not only is typical fast food unhealthy, it is expensive. If you knew that you could
have supper on the table before the kids unloaded the groceries from the car, wouldn’t
you want to give it a try? Here are a few options to consider.

Once-a-month Cooking
This technique gained in popularity in the 1990s with the publication of a book by
the same name. To practice once-a-month cooking, a homemaker devotes one day per
month to shop and the next day to prepare 30 meals, which she puts in the freezer. It’s a
lot of work for a few days, so that you can relax the rest of the month. If you collaborate
with friends, combining your menus and working together, the workload is cut in half
and the fun is doubled.

Crockpot Cooking
For the family on the go, the crockpot can be a lifesaver. Similar to the once-amonth cooking method, crockpot freezer meals are assembled ahead of time and frozen
until ready to use. Sarah Robinson, mother of six with one on the way, likes to assemble
her freezer meals on a weekly basis. “I love how crockpot freezer meals help our family
to eat at a normal time,” she said, “and help us to eat together as a family more often.”
Sarah has found this technique so helpful, she’s developed her own recipes and menu
plans that she offers on her blog Sidetracked Sarah.
“When our meals are prepared ahead of time,” she added, “I avoid spending money
in the drive-through, knowing that we can head home for a hot, delicious meal.”

Meals in Jars
Holley Cooley teaches busy moms to create meals in quart-sized Mason jars from
freeze-dried ingredients. As a consultant with Thrive Life foods, she advocates having
your pantry stocked with meals in jars for those days when cooking just isn’t an option.
By simply adding water to the contents of one jar, a homemaker can serve her family
of four a hearty vegetable beef soup, chicken stir-fry, or beef stroganoff in a matter of
minutes. According to Holly, freeze-dried foods retain more nutritional value than foods
processed in other ways. Picked vine-ripened, the raw enzymes found in fruits and vegetables are still alive in freeze-dried foods.
“Flash freezing doesn’t destroy the cell walls of the enzymes like other preservation methods,” shared Holly in a recent interview. “So when you rehydrate, the enzymes
wake up from their freeze-dried state.”
Nothing relieves stress in a woman’s life like knowing what’s for supper. Having
a meal plan in place, meals put up and on the ready by any method, and being able to
relax with the family around the table brings renewed energy of mind and spirit on those
crazy busy days of shuffling kids. Why not try creating some of your own fast food today?

Prairie Stars Quilt Shop Hop
April 17-18 & 20-25 • 8 Shops, 3 states
info at www.prairiestarsquiltshophop.com
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Furniture Word Scramble
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Unscramble the words. Key is below.

obscokae a piece of furniture with shelves
for holding books

dhacenreli a branched, decorative lighting
fixture that is suspended from a
ceiling
harmirca a chair with side structures to
support the arms or elbows
zadncere a dining room sideboard
cupboard
nteetdi

a nook or alcove located in or near
a kitchen and used for informal
meals

6.

olosttofo a low stool for supporting the feet

7.

ucbdoarp a closet or cabinet, usually with
shelves for storing food, crockery,
and utensils.

8.

mhmckoa a swinging couch or bed usually
made of netting or canvas and slung
by cords from supports at each end

9.

reamiro

11.

gliginht

a large, often ornate cabinet or
wardrobe

10.

gchhhiira a child’s chair with long legs, a
footrest, and usually a feeding tray

12.

ebhordada a board forming the head (as of a
bed)

14.

brdwroae a room or closet where clothes are
kept

something that makes things visible
or affords illumination

13.

atmestrs

the part of a bed, made of a strong
cloth cover filled with firm material

15.

anebitc

a cupboard used for holding or
storing things

16.

ntypra

a small room or closet off the
kitchen where food and dishes are
stored

17.

okboseca a piece of furniture consisting of
shelves to hold books

19.

18.

rtpaionit

something that separates or divides

eerinclr

a chair with an adjustable back and
footrest

20.

ecoscn

a wall-mounted candle holder or
light fixture

17. Bookcase 18. Partition 19. recliner 20. sconce
12. headboard 13. mattress 14. wardrobe 15. Cabinet 16. pantry
7. cupboard 8. hammock 9. armoire 10. highchair 11. Lighting
1. bookcase 2. chandelier 3. armchair 4. credenza 5. Dinette 6. footstool
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Sunflower Piecemakers of
Leavenworth/Lansing to hold annual
show
The sun is shining, the trees are budding...and April showers will bring May flowers
AND “The 20th Annual Sunflower Piecemakers Quilt Show” Sat. May 2, in Lansing,
Kan.
Guild members will have lots of new quilts to show you, plus a boutique, new
and used books and magazines for sale, and tickets for their AWESOME opportunity
quilt, the proceeds of which support the guild’s speakers and workshops.
This year the show will be featuring Compassion Quilts, with a display of several quilts, kits for you to take home, finish, and return, and hands on tying of some
quilts for completion that day. Guild members annually contribute approximately 90
quilts to its local philanthropies.
The vendor mall consists of vendors with: handmade jewelry, $1 fat quarters, $5
yardage, bobbin necklaces, patterns and batiks, notions, custom dyed cotton, modern
fabric, applique books and kits, exquisite handmade baskets, and vintage, repurposed,
renewed, refinished home decor.
We have two new fabric shops in town: Meadows Sewing and Quilting and 3 Ladies Sewing Shoppe, who will feature signups for classes in quilting and sewing for
children. Also Sunflower Sisters Vintage for your feel of the “west bottoms” shopping at
affordable prices.
So, it will be a beautiful day for a trip to Lansing/ Leavenworth for your sewing,
quilting, shopping and lunch fix!”
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“

real” by the nursery magic Fairy. Katie, the author, talks about her girls who, with
God’s love through her, become “real” through the process of becoming
His.

“Velveteen Rabbit” quilts

Since the beginning of the New Year, thoughts have been circling ‘round in
my head; brought on by quilts passing through my shop that have been wellworn and well-loved. While not many in number, yet more than the usual, the
quilts and the thoughts surrounding them have seemed to line up as if demanding to be organized into a quilt story – THIS one! While working with them,
they’ve taken me back to the childhood story of The Velveteen Rabbit. For all
that the rabbit in the story was worn and tattered and, literally, loved to pieces,
so were these quilts.
One mother carried in such a quilt wondering if it could be salvaged. It’s particular “story” involved four maternal generations of her family. She hoped the
quilt could be restored for the sake of the love and sentiment embodied within
those tattered pieces.
Over the years, I have seen many such quilts – loved beyond the hope of any
further “use” except to be stored safely away somewhere. Thankfully, I didn’t
say anything as I looked at the sad quilt in front of me. Knowing the hope in
the mother’s heart, I took a second look. First, I saw one block that looked to be
fairly intact, then, a second; a third and so on. With closer examination, I found
it was mostly the border fabric that was completely shredded. It came to me that
there might be just enough intact blocks to make at least a wall quilt or possibly
a small throw. The mother left it with me as I gave cautious assurance.
Thankfully, several things fell into place. I have a collection of feed sacks
including some used ones. As I auditioned some of them, the used ones actually
looked best alongside the butterflies of worn and faded prints. The newer ones
jumped out and screamed “I’m bright! I’m new!” By incorporating the worn
feed sacks, they blended well and matched. Most of the thread of the embroidered bodies of the butterflies had long-since worn off, but they had been done
in black floss, so they were easily re-stitched. When finished, the small throw
was happily collected – with tears and a hug! Still fragile, but able to be handled
gently and hung for display . . . sentiments intact and able to be passed down to
yet another generation, or possibly, two.
With that, I thought I had pretty much worked through and encapsulated the
whole Velveteen Rabbit/Velveteen Quilts thoughts and ideas. The story could
soon be written. Then! I began reading the book Kisses From Katie while eating
my lunch. In typical God-fashion, I had actually heard the author (Katie Davis)
on Family Life – a Christian radio program I listen to daily. A friend mentioned
she had read the book, and that prompted me to check it out. One day, I laid it
down and just started crying. It wasn’t the first time. A young American girl (19
at the time!!) started out on a short-term mission trip to Africa. She returned to
live there and began a ministry of taking in and caring for young girls. Some,
but not all, were orphans. However, all had need of care: food, medical attention, education and LOVE. The day I laid the book down and cried was because
she used the analogy of The Velveteen Rabbit in talking about these children.
(Why am I always so blown away when God surprises me like this in His attention to details?!) However, she didn’t use the analogy of her girls being worn
and tattered from being so loved. In the story of the rabbit, the young boy loves
him so much that he loves all his whiskers off, the pink sateen lining to his
ears turns grey, his brown spots fade, and he’s so misshapen he no longer looks
like a rabbit. When the boy contracts scarlet fever, the rabbit is tossed out -- an
infected old toy no longer able to be with the boy. One day when well, the boy
sees real rabbits playing together in the grass in the yard. One of them looks
particularly familiar . . . it’s his old, worn out, stuffed rabbit who has been made

That’s why it hit me so hard! How simple, yet profound. THIS is where God
was leading my many thoughts about The Velveteen Rabbit correlated with
the Velveteen Quilts. Thoughts lined up in my mind so I could make sense of
them in a way He’s wanted me to see. It’s the “becoming REAL” part . . . shedding new light on the living Word and allowing me new insights of a verse He
subsequently brought to mind: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new
creation; the old has gone, the new has come!” 2 Corinthians 5:17

Article by Sherry Osland, owner of Praise Works Quilting. In business and ministry for 14
years. Contact information: 1-785-263-4600 or sherryo51@hotmail.com. Hours Tues, Wed,
Thurs 11:00 – 5:00. (Mon. and Fri. by apt.) Author of Quilts That Redeem (Seeing God’s Hand at
Work) – publication stories compiled into book form. (Great gift for quilters)
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Shop News . . .
Demelia’s Quilt Company to close retail shop

HUTCHINSON, Kan. – Cindy and Bob Mastro recently announced that they will be
closing Demelia’s Quilt Co. on April 30. Demelia’s moved to Hutchinson in 2014 from
downtown Yoder, where the shop had served quilters for five years.
Cindy plans on continuing her longarm quilting service and will be relocating it to a
new studio at 1403 N. Main in Hutchinson.
The quilt shop began an inventory clearance sale on March 21, with all regular
priced merchandise 50% off. (Sewing machines, value center fabric, clearance merchandise and block of the month excluded.) All fixtures, displays, tables, irons, etc., will also
be on sale.
The Block of the Month will continue until January 2016. As a courtesy to everyone
participating, Cindy will mail out your blocks if she is provided with a mailing address.
Or, blocks can be picked up at the new studio.
The new phone number for the longarm business will be 620-727-4218. Cindy plans
to be in the studio Monday through Friday, but suggests calling for an appointment
before traveling any distance. Parking is in the rear and the studio door is on the south
side of the building.
The Country Register of Kansas wishes Cindy and Bob well as they focus on their
longarm business.

Dearborn Village provides unique shopping experience

BARNES, Kan. – Dearborn Village opened in November 2014 in the historic Barnes
Mercantile Building offering a unique shopping experience.
The building’s interior has been remodeled to resemble a Main Street complete with
“store fronts” for each of the individual boutique shops. The shops include Sweet Spot,
Giggaroo Creations and Primitive Crafts, Perish to Cherish, Monroe and Company,
DeVine Creations, Antiques, Dolls, Aunties Attic and Meadowlark Arts. They offer a
wide variety of handcrafted gift items, antiques and collectibles, jewelry, candy and
much more.
Clay’s Custom Leather Shop and Downhome Quilting are also housed in the building. Clay’s Custom Leather features hand tooled leathered items from saddles, to wallets to custom designed home décor items.
Downhome Quilting offers machine quilting services and will bind and finish your
quilt. The shop also has pieced tops and finished quilts for sale.

CORRECTION: Kechi Quilt Impressions left off Quilt Shop
Directory

Due to an error on our part Kechi Quilt Impressions was not listed in the Kansas
Quilt Shop Directory in the February/March issue of The Country Register. We apologize for this omission. Any readers who kept the issue should add this information to the
listings:
Kechi Quilt Impressions
118 East Kechi Rd, Kechi 67067, Phone number is 316-616-8036.
The quilt shop directory on our website has been corrected.

ADDITION to Quilt Shop Directory

After the February/March 2015 issue went to print, we learned of another quilt shop
that should have been in the directory. The Scraproom is located in downtown Eureka
at 209 N. Main. The shop is open from 1-6 p.m. Tuesday- Saturday and has over 3,000
bolts of fabric, 108” wide backing and batting in stock. The Scraproom also has scrapbooking tools and supplies. The business began three years ago as a place where local
residents could come and work on crafts and, at customer request, gradually expanded
into a full service quilting and scrapbooking store.
The Scraproom’s phone number is 620-583-7169. It is owned by Mary Ann Shirley.

Quilted Memories has moved

OVERLAND PARK, Kan. – Quilted Memories has moved to a new location in
Overland Park. The shop is now located at 8019 Santa Fe Dr. in Overland Park, just
down the street from its former building. Hours are Monday through Friday 10-6, Saturday 9-4 and is open until 8 p.m. on Thursday.
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Calendar of
Events
When making a road trip, always
call ahead to confirm times and
dates. We make every attempt to
provide accurate information, but
there are instances when things
change. Always check weather
conditions and travel safe.

March 2015

26…Susan Kappes Workshop, Material Girls, Abilene
27-28…Great Plains Sew Down Shop Hop, Various
27-28…Bloomin’ Fools Fabric Roll Shop Hop, Various
28…Pleasantview Spring Celebration
28… Susan Kappes Workshop, Material Girls, Abilene

April 2015

8-11…Fabric Sale, Between Overbrook and Baldwin, p. 25
8-11…Heartland Quilt Shop Hop, Various
10-11…Save This Date, It’s A Gatherin’ Stover, MO
10-11…Quilt & Stitch Expo of Pueblo, CO
11…Mariner’s Compass Class, Needle in a Haystack, Severy, p. 5
16…Timberline Log Cabin Class, Needle in a Haystack, Severy, p. 5
17-18…Shop Kechi Event, p. 9
17-18 & 20-25…11th Annual Prairie Stars Quilt Shop Hop, Various, p. 21
18…Spring Fling, Sunflower Mercantile, Barnes, p. 18
18…School House, Material Girls Quilt Shoppe, Wichita, p. 6
18…Spring Crank Up! Tractor Show, Alta Vista, p. 17
18-19…Pratt Quilt Show
21-25…Quilter’s Motor Trip to Paducah American Quilter’s Society Quilt
		
Show
22 & 25…Dancing Churn Dash Class, Itchin’ to Stitch, Severy, p. 5
23-25…Special Events, American Maid, Wichita, p. 7
23-25…Kansas Prairie Rainbow Strip Party Shop Hop, Various, p. 19
24-25…Konza Prairie Quilt Guild Show, Manhattan, p. 16
24-25…Floriani Hands on Crafting, Quilting and Embroidery Fun Event,
		
Bill’s Sewing Center, Pleasantview, p. 10
24-25…Midwest Prairie Bus Tour, Overbrook Quilt Connection
25…Design Class, Vintage Gardens, Manhattan, p. 16
25…Krazy Quilter’s Quilt Guild 2015 Quilt Show, Anthony, p. 21
26…Unique Antique Market, Wichita, p. 7

May 2015

1-9…Charm Your Way Thru the Solids Mini Hop, Various
1-31…Flint Hills Antique Shop Hop, Alta Vista, p. 17
2…Sunflower Piecemakers Quilt Guild, Lansing, p. 23
2-3…Kansas Sampler Festival, Wamego, p. 27
2-10…McPherson’s All Schools Day Activities, Stitches, p. 11
5…5 Year Anniversary, Sew What Quilt Shop, Marion, p. 11
9…Garnett Square Fair, p. 22
15-16…Shop Kechi Event, p. 9

June 2015

4-6…Orphan Train Celebration, Concordia, p. 19
6…Sidewalk Sale, Craft-ee Crafters Craft Mall, Topeka, p. 24
6-13…BBBETO Fun Run, Various
13…30th Annual Tonganoxie Days, p. 23
13…Quilts In the Courtyard, Holton, p. 24
13…Bed Turning Show and Quilt Demos, Smoky River Quilt Shoppe, Oakley,
		p. 20
19-20…Shop Kechi Event, p. 9
19-21…Kansas City Regional Quilt Festival, Prairie Point, Shawnee, p. 23
21-Sept. 8… Row by Row H2O Shop Hop, Various

July 2015

9-11…Sizzlin’ Santa Strip Run, Various, p. 20
17-18…Shop Kechi Event, p. 9
24-25…Heart of Kansas Quilt Guild, Hutchinson, p. 10
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The unchanging seasons of the human
heart
by Kerri Habben

Often when I’m wearing fingerless gloves or knitted wrist-warmers, the first response I receive is “Oh, texting gloves.”
I’ve texted twice, both times when family in another state had just emerged from
surgery. I e-mail -- and Alexander Graham Bell’s invention continues to work well.
Most of the time, more can be achieved or resolved in a short phone conversation than
in numerous e-mails. Beyond that, I like hearing peoples’ voices and sensing their essences.
I don’t begrudge someone’s fascination with today’s communication methods. They
amaze me, too. I rejoice in medical advances and in how social media sites lead people
to help each other.  
However, I am still happiest when the motion of my fingers is about more than a
programmed reaction. If we are blessed with the use of hands and minds, we have precious resources. After all, the brain is the original computer.
Thus, I gravitate to double-pointed needles that look like long toothpicks and work
with skinny yarn to make tiny stitches. I use them to make the hand-knit warmth that
has covered peoples’ wrists for centuries. The men and women, who long ago worked
close to windows for light, needed fingerless gloves when the only warmth was a fireplace or sunlight. These gloves were on battlefields to better load a musket or a cannon
because, somehow, there has never been a war to end all wars. If a newspaper was to
be printed, the type was once set a letter at a time. Clothing was once sewn entirely by
hand since the sewing machine was yet to be invented. The cooper, who made buckets and barrels, needed steady hands -- as did the wheelwright, the blacksmith and the
miller. And so did the spinner, the weaver and any person holding someone vulnerable
and treasured. The world was as awash in uncertainty and tenderness as it is now.
At the beginning of the 1800s, the power of steam began to affect how publications
were printed, how quickly fabric was woven and how far, fast and by what means people could travel. The turn of time for us today has solidified what we call the information and digital age. Then, too, the people experienced a metamorphosis in how much
information they received and ultimately how they used their digits.
I knit stitch upon stitch because the first time I picked up double-pointed needles, I
felt a connection to those who had lived before me, for we are very much the same.  
We still grow dormant and cold in winter. We harken to spring’s rebirth and its ensuing warmth. We hope through summer’s emerging crops and flowers, and we treasure
a successful harvest in autumn. And then we start all over again, just like someone did
two hundred years or more ago.
We simply have different details that surround the passing of seasons, details that
have absolutely nothing to do with the interior hopes, joys, sorrows and affirmations of
the unchanging human heart.
It is all too easy to be distracted from that which means everything, by that which
means nothing.
Our lives are still lived one heartbeat, one breath, one blink of an eye at a time.
Whether we pass that time through creating stitches or with the tap of a smart phone
button, each moment builds yet upon another.
In the 21st century view, I knit “texting” gloves. But I’m also simply doing what
people have done as long as winter has come -- and for as long as they have hoped for a
new spring.
Kerri Habben is a writer, photographer and historian living in Raleigh, NC. An avid
crocheter and knitter, she learned these skills from her grandmother and mother. She
donates many of her yarn creations to those in need. Kerri has gathered a decade of essays she is working to publish. She can be reached at elhserenade@earthlink.net

Quilt & Stitch Expo of Pueblo
April 10-11 Pueblo Convention Center
more info at www.quiltandstitchexpo.com or see ad in the
Feb/March issue of The Country Register
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From Road pg. 16
The shop and it’s parking lot is
located on the north side of a busy
Hwy 24 in an area that has grown
rapidly on the east side of Manhattan and has a mix of houses and
businesses. Watch for the sign and
you’ll be fine if it is your first time
to the shop.
All About Quilts is well named
as not only the merchandise, but
also the people who work there
are all about quilts.
“The main reason that our
customers keep coming back is
because of my girls,” Karen said.
“Everyone who works here is an expert quilter. They know what they are doing and
have excellent knowledge about
fabrics, quilting techniques,
notions and tools. You can buy
fabric anywhere, but you don’t
always have the wealth of knowledge we have in our staff. Plus
we’re just fun and friendly.”
The shop has over 6,000
bolts of fabric and stocks a large
inventory of batiks. Fabric variety
is a goal at All About Quilts and
the inventory is always changing. The shop typically has 30s,
modern, and Kansas Troubles on
the shelves and features a large
juvenile section.
The creative process is what excites Karen and her staff about helping people with
their quilting projects.
“It’s fun helping people and seeing their creative aspects,” Karen said. “The staff
does more than just quilt. They
tat, knit, crochet and sew clothing. They are practical people
who can figure out how to do
what you want to do.”
The shop carries a lot of
kits, patterns, books, notions
and tools. They also carry
Floriani and Meitler thread,
Valdani Pearl Cotton and Prosencia embroidery floss.
In addition to fabric, the
store is a dealer for Bernina,
Janome, and Artistic Quilter
sewing, embroidery and quilting machines.
Classes are offered as well as Block of the Month programs and the shop participates
in a shop hop group and is a participating shop in the 2015 Row by Row.
Also available is a retreat house for groups, which opened in 2006. The house can
acommodate up to 12 people and has a fully equipped kitchen and large, well-lit classroom. The retreat house is very popular and is booked nearly every weekend in 2015
and into 2016. Some holiday weekends are still available.
Website: www.about-quilts.com
Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 9-5:30, closed Sunday and Monday

Quilts and Crafts • 806 4th St • Wamego 785-844-3531

I left All About Quilts and headed east on Hwy 24 to
Wamego and my final destination, Quilts and Crafts, located
just west of the main street in downtown Wamego.
Donna Goehring opened Quilts and Crafts four years ago
after retiring from teaching. She offers longarm quilting services in her studio and also does consignment quilts. Donna
has sewed all her life and admits that, while the custom
machine quilting pays the bills, it’s the sewing and piecing
that are her first love.
“I just like sewing pieces together and watching the quilt come together,” she said. “I
just really enjoy doing the sewing.”
Donna quilts with an Ansley 26 Tin Lizzie longarm machine that takes up most of
one room in her shop. She charges by the square inch and tries to have work scheduled
so that she is never more than two weeks out on quilts to be completed.
“I really try hard to be caught up,” she said.
She enjoys helping complete her clients quilts by choosing quilting designs that
complement the pattern and enhance the beauty of the quilt.
The shop carries batting, but no
fabric.
That doesn’t mean there aren’t shopping opportunities. There is, after all,
Crafts as part of the business name. The
small shop is full of handcrafted gift
items from completed quilts to baby and
children’s clothing, fashion accessories,
aprons and more, most of which are
made by Donna’s mother.
“She just loves making things and
she keeps us well stocked,” Donna said.
If you are looking for a unique gift
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idea for babies to adults, you’ll find something in Donna’s shop. If you are looking for
purple -- as in K-State Wildcat items and custom apparel -- she’s got it. There are a lot
of fun options in a small
space at Quilts and
Crafts.
One word I would
use to describe Quilts
and Crafts. This wasn’t
my first visit at the shop
and every time I have
stopped I have received
a warm, friendly reception from Donna as do
the other people who
have stopped by when
I have been there. The
atmosphere invites you
to stay, browse and visit
awhile. If you are in
Wamego, be sure and
check the shop out. However, if you are there during the Sampler Festival, look for her
there as she will be manning a booth during the weekend.
Quilts and Crafts does
not keep regular hours, but
Donna is usually there during
the week between 10 and 5.
She recommends you call
before coming if you are driving a distance and to make
sure she is there.
I had a great time on my
road trip. Every time I visit
Country Register advertising shops it reminds me how
many friendly people and
interesting places there are
to visit in Kansas. I hope you
will take a road trip soon
and see what our Country
Register advertisers have to
offer. You won’t regret it, not
matter which part of the state you travel in.

Read the ads in this issue of The Country Register carefully. Many
of our advertisers are offering special offers if you bring in the ad
from this issue of the paper. Offers range from free gifts to percentages off purchases. Don’t miss out! Tell them you saw their ad in
The Country Register of Kansas!
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Celebrate Spring

Visitor Information Center, Quilt Guild
Partner on Monthly Display
Ottawa, Kan. -- The Franklin County Convention & Visitors Bureau and the Sunflower Piecemakers Quilt Guild of Ottawa, Kan., have partnered to showcase a monthly
quilt display at the Franklin County Visitor Information Center (VIC), 2011 E. Logan
St., Ottawa.
A committee of three quilt guild members, including Ginger Bealmer, Kathy Dionne
and Peggy Watts, change the display each month.
“In deciding what to display, we consider each month and what might be appropriate,” Watts said. “If there is something going on in the community, we also take that into
consideration. We ask members to share whatever they might have that coordinates with
that month’s theme.”
Those who visit the VIC
might see heart-shaped quilts
or pieces made in red and
white in February and holiday
pieces in December, according
to Watts. The display in August
will feature miniature quilts
that will be auctioned off at
the guild’s annual quilt show
in September. Sometimes, the
display features pieces made
by a single quilter.
“The monthly display at
the VIC not only provides
enjoyment for local residents
but also for the travelers who
visit the center from across the March display at the Franklin Co. Visitors Informaion Center by
country,” Kristi Lee, director of the Sunflower Piecemakers Quilt Guild.
the FCCVB, said.
The guild’s quilt display
can be viewed during business hours of the VIC. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday; 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday; and noon to 4 p.m. Sunday.
“Guild members have been very generous in sharing their work,” Watts said. “We
are a bit limited in how many pieces we can feature, but the display always seems to fall
into place.”
The Franklin County Convention & Visitors Bureau was formed in 1984 in order to
better promote Franklin County and Ottawa as a tourist destination and serve visitors
to our communities.
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